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A Russian pilot at the St. Petersburg airport using the controls of a Sukhoi SuperJet 100 passenger
plane.

President Vladimir Putin on Monday signed into law a controversial bill, allowing Russian
airlines to hire foreign pilots.

The bill, initiated by Russia's flag carrier Aeroflot, had been opposed by professional labor
unions and three State Duma factions.

The new law allows Russian airlines to collectively hire up to 200 foreign pilots per year over
the next five years to compensate for the domestic shortage of skilled personnel, mainly
captains.

A source in Aeroflot earlier told Kommersant that Russia was short of about 1,000 head pilots,
adding that the problem was dire for the airline itself and that it was ready to consume
the whole quota. Another major airline, Transaero,  also confirmed that it would start hiring
foreign pilots if the law permitted it to do so.
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The State Duma passed the bill in April, with all of United Russia lawmakers voting for the bill
and most deputies representing minority factions — A Just Russia, the Communist Party
and LDPR — voted against it.  

Most professional pilot associations were against the bill, labeling it a product of foreign
agencies' influence aimed at breaching national security.

Prior to voting on the bill, Russia's Cockpit Personnel Association, or CPA, sent a letter
to Putin warning him of the dangers of hiring foreign pilots and asking to hold more
consultations with industry representatives.  

"The law saves money for the airlines. Instead of having to invest in training local personnel,
they will just hire foreigners," said CPA vice president Villy Vechirko.

At the same time there are currently about 500 pilots across the country who cannot find
a job, he said.

CPA executive was also skeptical that foreign pilots coming to Russian airlines would be
highly professional.

"Western airlines pay better than the Russian ones do and offer more social benefits so
the best pilots will stay employed where they are. Those willing to move would be the ones
who had not been accepted elsewhere," Vechirko said.

This is not necessarily the case, said Alexei Sinitsky, chief editor of Aviatransportnoye
Obozreniye, a monthly aviation magazine.

"On the contrary, when the market was closed it was easier for unqualified personnel to find
a way into the cockpit because the airlines simply had no choice," Sinitsky said.

He also said that airlines, especially those who may hire foreign pilots, would take extra care
that unprofessional pilots did not fly their jets because the risks involved would be
overwhelming.

In any case, the quota for foreign pilots is not high enough to have a significant impact on the
labor market, he said.

"If there were no quotas and the market became fully open, then we would probably see
a difference. But even then it would not mean that Russia will be flooded with foreign pilots as
there is a worldwide shortage of skilled air personnel," Sinitsky said.
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